Technologies change, we change. Sometimes quickly, sometimes slowly, but continually. We are currently facing one of these transition periods, both in society and technology.

We’re there to support you with large-scale projects and small-scale tasks alike, from planning and commissioning to customer service. We draw on more than 40 years of valuable experience to take you to the next level.

Switch from Fieldbus to Industrial Ethernet

... represents the shift from traditional, closed bus systems to open, Ethernet-based systems. This change is one that can be the most beneficial for our customers! Ethernet technology links the physical world of machines to the virtual IT world. It links the shop floor to the office floor. The PROFINET standard enables high performance, outstanding functionality and straightforward service with minimum assembly effort. Ethernet standard wiring ensures stable connections and switches let you design flexible topologies and connect networks.

We belong to the committees and international organizations that standardize this technology and have developed cutting-edge PROFINET expertise that we want to share with you during trainings and on-site consulting where we assist with the planning and implementation of new automation concepts – for new machines and systems or retrofits. This will take your machine or system to the next level.

For more information, visit:
www.murrelektronik.com/nextlevelsolutions